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**Figure S1.** A) Sequence logo representing the alignment of 48 Cia2 homologs. The N-terminal and C-terminal domains are indicated. The five conserved motifs are also indicated: two in the N-terminal domain (motifs 1 and 2 are red and orange, respectfully), two in the DUF59 domain (motifs 3 and 4 are green and blue respectfully with C161 yellow) and one following the DUF59 domain (motif 5 is colored purple with E208 red). B)Conserved regions mapped onto the two dimeric crystal forms of human Cia2a, the major dimer (Top, PDB ID 3UX2) and the major dimer (bottom). Coloring as in part A and Figure 1.
Figure S2. Multiple sequence alignments and sequence logos of DUF59 proteins from bacteria and archaea (Panel A) Cia2a (Panel B), Cia2b (Panel C), Cia2 from organisms encoding one Cia2 ortholog (Panel D). In the alignments, regions predicted to be disordered by the MDFp2 server are red. In the sequence logos, conserved motifs are boxed as in Figure S2 as follows: Motif 1, red; Motif 2, orange; Motif 3, green; Motif 4, blue; Motif 5, purple. Although A. thaliana encodes three Cia2 homologs, their sequences cluster with the Cia2 and Cia2b sequences and were therefore all included in the Panel D alignments. The Uniprot numbers for the proteins used in the analysis are: A0CW13; A0DP48; A2DDP4; A7APH3; A7RPF9; A7SPP5; A8I757; A9SK08; A9UT22; B3RT11; B3RVK4; B8C104; C5L218; D2VP27; D3B7Q5; D3BHT1; D7VF08; E1ZK97; F0SYQ3; F0ZK96; F0ZF45; I1J196; M1VED8; Q01GB5; Q4DHV8; Q6CEL6; R1E0ZP0; S9U937; V9VIF9; A0A0676D7V; B2WHD4; J3NII2; Q57YF8; Q6PYB9; Q6DHF2; B0E9V7; I1H8W2; A5KAK7; G4YYC6; P38829; Q9V9DB; Q9Y3D0; Q9HSX1; Q6225Q; Q9VTC4.

Figure S2A – bacterial and archaean DUF59 sequences
Figure S2B – Cia2a sequences
Figure S2C – Cia2b proteins
Figure S2D – Cia2 sequences that are not part of a Cia2a/Cia2b paralogous pair.
Figure S3. MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of refolded Cia2. The experimentally determined mass is 25,630.3 Da, which is in close agreement with the expected mass of 25,660.23 Da for the [M+H]+ ion.

Figure S4. Anti-MYC Western blot of empty vector (EV), wild-type (WT), E208A-Cia2, and Δ102-Cia2. WT and E208A-Cia2 have bands at around 37kDa, consistent with the SDS-PAGE migration for Cia2. Δ102-Cia2 contains a 15kDa band, consistent with its predicted molecular weight. The relative migration of molecular weight markers in kDa are indicated to the left. Both WT and E208-Cia2 have additional lower molecular weight bands that are likely due to proteolysis of Cia2.
**Figure S5.** The structural similarity of NFU-domain proteins and DUF59 proteins. A) The structure of arabidopsis CnfU iron sulfur cluster biosynthesis protein (PDB 2Z51). The FeS-binding cysteines, two from each polypeptide, are yellow spheres. The two polypeptide chains are colored blue and green. Each CnfU polypeptide has two NifU domains, colored light and dark green in the green colored polypeptide, where the N-terminal NifU domain has the CxxC motif. B) The FeS binding domain of CnfU (light green in panel A) overlaid with human Cia2a (2M5H, orange). C) The FeS binding domain of CnfU colored by secondary structure and secondary structure map. The location of the CxxC motif is indicated and cysteine sulfurs are yellow spheres. D) Cia2a DUF59 domain (residues 27-119) colored by secondary structure and its secondary structure map. The absolutely conserved cysteine of the DUF59 domain is shown as a yellow sphere. E) All of the known Nfu structures in the protein data bank including the mouse (1VEH), rice (2JNV), and human (5M5O) Nfu proteins. The cysteines of the CxxC motif is shown as spheres. F) All of the known Duf59 structures in the protein data bank including *T. maritima* (1UWD), *T. thermophiles* (2CU6), *B. anthracis* (3LNO), and *M. tuberculosis* (5IRD). The cysteine corresponding to the absolutely conserved cysteine of the DUF59 domain is shown as spheres.
Figure S6. UV-Vis spectra of as isolated SUMO-Cia2 (A), as isolated dtCia2 (B), and chemically reconstituted dtCia2 (C). Features in the low 400 nm region are consistent with $[\text{Fe}_2\text{S}_2]$ or $[\text{Fe}_4\text{S}_4]$ binding.
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